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See your small 
spaces in a whole 
new natural light!

Natural Light Where 
You Never Thought 
Possible 
Every room deserves to be filled 
with bright, natural light! 

There are areas in every house that are just a bit 
harder to illuminate than others, especially with 
natural lighting. It’s simple enough to incorporate 
wide windows into your plans for your kitchen, 
living room, or bedrooms. But other areas, like your 
stairwell, laundry room, or hallways, are too small 
and closed off to bring in daylight. Or are they?

VELUX roof windows make it possible to bring 
natural light to areas where traditional windows 
aren’t an option. 

Interior spaces, like entryways or hallways, can be 
dark and unwelcoming with their limited access 
to natural light. But with VELUX’s innovative roof 
windows, you can add enough daylight to turn every 
corner of your home into something extraordinary.

Look Up and 
Say “Hello” 

To Your 
Fifth Wall!
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For your family’s safety, 
light and the ability to 
see clearly are essential 
in your stairway.

Stairwells are notoriously dark because they’re often 
located in the center of the home. For the longest time, 
this has meant artificial light is needed to fill in the 
space. VELUX is here to offer another solution: roof 
windows.

Arguably, the stairway is one of the areas in your home 
where sight is most important. At best, a dark stairwell 
is an inconvenience and, at worst, a serious hazard. We 
know children aren’t always the best at slowing down 
or paying attention, and as we age, our eyes and vision 
inevitably change, rarely for the better. For your family’s 
safety, light and the ability to see clearly are essential in 
your stairway. And it’s been determined time and again 
that natural lighting from above is best for visual acuity. 
That’s where your stairway roof windows come in.

Adding a roof window over the stairwell not only 
brightens up the stairs, it also spills natural light 
into rooms next to them, helping you save more on 
electric bills. And if your stairway is too narrow to 
accommodate a traditional roof window overhead, sun 
tunnels are the perfect alternative.

Climbing Your  
Stairway to Daylight
Look at your stairs in  
a whole new light.

Continued pg. 7
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Often the more cost-effective option, sun tunnels 
provide the same bright, natural light as traditional roof 
windows, but don’t require as big of a hole in your ceiling. 
You can even line up multiple sun tunnels for consistent 
lighting up and down your staircase.

But if you have the space, there couldn’t be a more 
perfect place in your home for a traditional roof window 
than the ceiling above your stairway. In addition to filling 
your stairwell with natural light, a roof window like the 
VELUX No Leak solar-powered roof window can open to 
allow for whole-home airing. As hot air rises and escapes 
through the roof window, cooler air is pulled in to freshen 
your whole house.

Whether traditional roof windows or sun tunnels are the 
right fit for your stairway, illuminating this area with 
natural light is the best way to keep your stairs bright 
and your family safe from trips and falls. 

As hot air escapes through the  
roof window, cooler air is pulled  
in to freshen your whole house.

Continued from pg. 5

Climbing Your Stairway to Daylight
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Before After
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Small spaces, like hallways and closets, are often dark 
and unwelcoming without access to daylight. But natural 
light can turn these mundane areas into something truly 
extraordinary! So, how can you bring daylight into the 
darkest corners of your home?

A roof window can easily transform a dark hallway into 
a sun-soaked walkway. Unfortunately, many homes don’t 
have hallways wide enough to accommodate traditional 
roof windows. Luckily, where a traditional roof window 
won’t fit, a sun tunnel will!

With a VELUX Sun Tunnel is used to collect and deliver 
daylight to the space below through a tubular shaft with 
a highly reflective interior coating. Believe it or not, with 
their refractive and reflective components, sun tunnels can 
deliver better usable light than traditional roof windows!

Because sun tunnels are so easy to manoeuvre during 
installation, putting in multiple tunnels at once is a 
timesaving option for lighting up the entire length of your 
hallway. And sun tunnels aren’t just one of the most cost 
effective roof windows to install, they also deliver far less 
heat than many standard roof windows.

With sun tunnels, you can bring daylight into even your 
darkest hallways. And sun tunnels can be mounted to 
almost any type of roofing material, so there’s really no 
excuse not to install a bit of sunshine in your hallways!

Skylights for  
Your Small Spaces 
Put a little daylight in every 
corner of your home!

A roof window can 
easily transform a  
dark hallway into a  
sun-soaked walkway.
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Before After
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We usually don’t spend a lot of time in the small 
spaces of our home. Hallways and closets, for 
example, are used more for function and, as 
a result, they tend to get overlooked when it 
comes to sprucing up the place. Worse, they’re 
often the homes of our junk drawers, dirty shoes 
and piles of laundry, and everything else without 
a set place. 

But with all your hallways, closets, and other 
nooks and crannies, it’s likely you have a lot 
more space in your home than you realise! The 
trick is getting organised, and here are a few 
tips to help you make the most of the small 
spaces in your home.

Clean and Declutter Often 
The first step to saving space is to purge like 
crazy and declutter often. And don’t be afraid to 
be ruthless! First, take inventory, then throw out 
or recycle anything that’s broken, worn out, or 
unable to be used by someone else. Something 
you haven’t used in years? Get rid of it. Clothes 
you haven’t worn in months? Donate them. 
Bottom line: the best way to keep a small space 
organised is to declutter and only keep what’s 
important.

Maximise Closet Space 
Chances are, you’re not utilising your closet 
space to your full advantage. Thankfully, all it 

takes is a little reorganizing to maximise your 
closet space. For instance, in a smaller bedroom, 
like your children’s room, you can make use of 
wasted closet space by sliding their dresser 
inside. If you have a closet-style pantry, simple 
shelving and reusable containers can be used 
to better organise your space and cut down on 
clutter.

Utilise Vertical Space 
When you’re constrained by small spaces and 
can’t go “out,” go up! Vertical shelving units are 
great for storage or even creating a vertical arts 
and crafts corner. You can also outfit your home 
office or nook with book cases and mount a 
pegboard to add style and functionality to your 
limited space.

Add a Roof Window 
Roof Windows allow you to free up space 
not only along your wall where you might put 
traditional windows, but also where you’d add 
lamps or other forms of artificial lighting. Even 
in small spaces like a hallway, closet, or your 
laundry room, sun tunnels can be utilised to 
add natural light for a brighter, more vibrant 
appearance.

Organisation Tips for Your 
Home’s Small Spaces

All it takes is a  
little reorganising  
to maximise your 
closet space. 

Here’s how to keep every corner of your home 
bright and clean!
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Before After
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Vitamin D StorageAt VELUX, we believe in daylight and fresh air because we 
believe in the restorative and transformative powers of natural 
light. It’s the source of nutrients that power us through the day, 
rebalances our circadian rhythm (sleep cycle), keeps us healthy, 
and gives us more of a positive feeling. So, let’s take a closer 
look at how natural light can really brighten your life with all 
its benefits.

Higher Productivity Vision

We need Vitamin D for our bones to 
stay strong, and to help prevent certain 
cancers, heart disease, depression, 
and weight gain. Oftentimes though, 
we can’t relax in natural light to get 
enough Vitamin D our body needs. So, 
when you can’t go out, bring light in.

Feel like you’re dragging in the morning, 
or you can’t seem to get those last bits 
of chores around the house done? This 
is your body letting you know it needs 
more natural light. Studies have shown 
that the more we work in natural 
light, the higher energy levels we have 
compared to artificial light.

Noting feels as good as waking up 
from a restful night’s sleep. You feel as 
if you’re instantly ready to tackle the 
day without coffee or a yawn in sight. 
Natural light can help you get there! 
Sunlight is an environmental indicator 
that helps set the phases of our body’s 
natural circadian rhythm.

Our eyes are put under a constant 
strain from computer screens, phones, 
and even harsh artificial light. Natural 
light aids in our ability to clearly see 
without added strain, as well as 
helping eye development in children 
and young adults.

More Sound Sleep

Your Life Brightened  
with Natural Light
Natural light can  
enrichen your health and 
well-being, and bring a 
whole lot of positivity.
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Bondam diur li pra nerio  
condien derfero us

Nam con denduciam esin acienit antes erude manum temus 
henaturnu que in horent, se te ta intis estamdius eris o men 

Odicon siman  
hoca Scii imilint
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The VELUX manum  
temus henaturnu que 

Dici publius vivem am, quo pervivi 
deoriamqueri sentique factus, consus, 
comnemque aci silicae fatricio pote ponsult 
urnium deratus factus, ca ditraci patrac ta 
utelina, vocchilium atque consillabem terox 
lorem nosse vit, tum deo, Catis reis hem inte 
queris ium ipsum quam in vit.

The VELUX denduciam  
esin acienit antes erude

Bonsul ut or ure, vesto et patquam dicon 
numus iam numus cribem simaxim oenatam 
sis, nimiumus. Antra mendiem ducipsedet 
ver, que talesil icupplia diur, culostanum 
morsultius maris nit no. Temperi sentes 
const ateatis. 

The VELUX suliure a consus  
hortam orum oraesigit

Intestasdam quemena, que cervidit, ubliam 
quodica edienatis deris hora, villa nondeliam 
ferbit ad mo utem aperens tideps, quius 
inat addum. Hebununumus per unum patum 
adhui ponente muludea nont. Viverium tam 
hori pereviv idiendam. 

The VELUX henaturnu que 
in horent

Untemorae nis nonium qua. Qua et ad 
idionlo storum patienis oporitil tam. 
Uriocaut omnimis es verissiti publi temo 
acertud emprares cons facripientia iae prit, 
cio vit ad Casterum tea dit eteret; hostife 
ribus, notiste atui se ne feceper firmac fur. 

+
Programmable 
Remote Control

Factory-installed, Room 
Darkening, Solar Blind

INCLUDES
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Light Filtering, Single-Pleated Blinds
Softly diffuse the natural light from your skylight with this single-pleated blind. 

Solar-powered or manual

Blackout Blinds
Ideal for movie rooms and bedrooms, blackout blinds are made with a light-proof material designed to block all incoming light. 

Solar-powered or manual.

Venetian Blinds 
For style and comfort, the venetian blind is your best option for light control. 

Manual (Blind Slates Measure 1.375”)

White
1045

Beige
1155

Green
1157

Charcoal
1047

Gray
1158

Golden 
Beige
1049

Brown
1159

Blue
1156

Raspberry
1051

Cherise
1162

Yellow
1160

Orange
1161

White
1016

Classic 
Sand
1259

Cappuccino
1264

Latte 
1261

Misty  
Brown  

1260

Metallic 
Blue 
1265

Luscious 
Lime
1266

Burned
Orange 

1267

Delightful
Blue 
1268

Classic Red 
1269

Snowy 
White 

1255

Classic 
White 

1256

Wavy 
White 

1257

Delightful 
Cream 

1258

Infinite 
Gray 
1262

Metallic 
Gold 
1263

Sunny
Stripes 

1270

Sunny  
Yellow 

1271

Sunny  
Blue 
1272

Sunny 
Orange 

1273

White 
1025

Pale  
Blue  
4555

Beige 
1085

Beige 
4556

Light Gray 
1705

Essential
Pattern 

4558

Dark 
Brown 

4559

Blue 
1100

Dark  
Red  
4560

Blue 
2055

Dark 
Purple 

4561

Dark  
Pattern  

4562

Curry 
4563

Orange 
4564

Pale  
Pink  
4565

Gray 
0705

Olive  
Green  
4567

Vegetal
Pattern 4568

Pale  
Green  
4569

Bright  
Yellow 

4570

Light  
Blue  
4571

Flash  
Red  
4572

Black  
3009

Graphic
Pattern 

4573

White 
7001

Delicate 
Vanilla 

7055

Spingled 
Gold 
7056

Brushed 
Silver 
7057

Charcoal 
7012

Midnight
Blue 
7058

Burned
Nougat 

7059

Passionate 
Red 
7060

Wenge  
Wood  
7061

Room Darkening, Double-Pleated Blinds
Designed with a unique honeycomb structure, this pleated blind blocks even the brightest light.

Solar-powered or manual.

Complementary Style 
Don’t just stop at the roof window, find 
the blind that complements your interior 
design and offers you complete control 
over the natural light in your small spaces.

The Perfect  
Accessories
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